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Abstract ii

Abstract

We examined three different algorithms used in diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) to study

their precisions and accuracies in predicting properties of isolated atoms, which are H

atom ground state, Be atom ground state and H atom first excited state.

All three algorithms — basic DMC, minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC, and

pure DMC, each with future-walking, are successfully impletmented in ground state

energy and simple moments calculations with satisfactory results. Pure diffusion Monte

Carlo with future-walking algorithm is proven to be the simplest approach with the

least variance.

Polarizabilities for Be atom ground state and H atom first excited state are not satis-

factorily estimated in the infinitesimal differentiation approach. Likewise, an approach

using the finite field approximation with an unperturbed wavefunction for the latter

system also fails. However, accurate estimations for the a-polarizabilities are obtained

by using wavefunctions that come from the time-independent perturbation theory.

This suggests the flaw in our approach to polarizability estimation for these difficult

cases rests with our having assumed the trial function is unaffected by infinitesimal

perturbations in the Hamiltonian.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

One way to reveal the nature of the micro-world in physics today is to solve the

Schrodinger equation theoretically by computational methods. Quantum Monte Carlo

(QMC), inherited its simphcity and adaptability from Monte Carlo method, provides a

powerful tool to correctly sample the solution of the Schrodinger equation and therefore

estimate the properties of a wide range of systems with high accuracy. For monographs

and reviews of this method, see references [1] - [7].

During the recent twenty years' exploration of this promising method, QMC has

achieved accuracies comparable to or better than the configuration interaction (CI)

method [4] for small atoms and molecules. Active fields such as nuclear physics [8],

atomic and molecular physics [9, 10], and condensed matter physics [11] have already

benefited from this straightforward and efficient method. Systems under investigation

are no longer restrained to their ground-state [12] -[15] or static perturbation [16, 17, 18]

cases; higher order derivatives of the expectation value of an operator, such as polariz-

abiUties and hyperpolarizabilitites of node-less systems [19], are successfully attempted.

In the development of QMC methodology, several techniques have been proposed to

overcome the long-standing difficulties: fermion Monte Carlo [20] was designed to ten-

tatively circumvent the sign problem for fermionic systems; quadratic diffusion Monte

Carlo [21] and improved sampling schemes [22] were designed to remedy the time step

bias problem; bilinear diffusion Monte Carlo [23] and future-walking processes [24, 25]
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were designed to achieve unbiased estimation of properties represented by operators

that do not commute with the Hamiltonian, etc.

The most widely-used variant of QMC is diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) — an opti-

mum compromise between efficiency and complexity. Although Green's function Monte

Carlo (GFMC) [26, 27] and path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) [28, 29] are alternative

approaches, unfavorable computational requirements and programming complexity are

big challenges for them to be pervasively implemented in practical calculations.

Essentially, DMC is a simplified version of GFMC, sometimes it is also referred to

as the short-time fixed-node approximation to Green's function Monte Carlo [30, 31]:

both methods solve the integral form of the Schrodinger equation by using the Green's

function to perform Monte Carlo moves. The difference is that, in DMC, the ground

state is projected out by iterative use of a time dependent operator e"^-^"'^^^''', where

H is the system Hamiltonian, Et is an energy shift (a parameter that facilitates our

calculations) and r is the imaginary time step, on its optimized guiding wave func-

tion, instead of using a time-independent operator {H — Et)~^ in GFMC. Moreover,

it is algorithmically easier to program DMC than GFMC, which makes the former one

computationally much more favorable, even though it requires the same calculation to

be repeated with different r's in order to get an unbiased property estimation from the

r to extrapolation.

To the current state of art, DMC has come to a point where either it could be further

released from its systematic limitations, such as the fermion node problems and the

multi-r calculation cost, or, on the other hand, be theoretically polished to yield not

only more accurate results for small atomic systems but also reliable results for molec-

ular and more complex systems. This would involve a careful study of how to remove
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the time step biases and fixed-node errors. Meanwhile, more relevant to non-linear

optical physics is the accurate estimation of polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities

for atoms and molecules, which, for DMC, is a correlation calculation of the elemen-

tary quantities, such as energies and moments, generated during the simulation. The

advantage of choosing this method for these property calculations is that DMC's com-

putational requirements scale only to the third order of the number of electrons, while

for large systems, the most reliable coupled cluster method (CCSD(T)) would become

computationally unfeasible since its CPU time scaling is high of the order of seven [32]

.

But advances towards linear dependency of CPU cost on the number of electrons are

being made recently for both DMC [33] and CCSD(T) [34]. In our case, the correct

estimation of polarizabilities for systems with nodes would be an important application

and advance of the DMC method.

Therefore, by focusing on the trend of methodology development and its promising

perspective in applied physics field, we devoted our efforts to improving the stability

and accuracy of several sampling techniques used in DMC. Only with a reliable algo-

rithm, the calculation of quantities such as polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities or

properties of more complicated systems would be possible.

Three algorithms reviewed in the context of DMC are: the physical branching ver-

sion by Lester et al. [35] , where there is an ensemble consisting of a fluctuating number

of configurations (or walkers); the minimal stochastic reconfiguration version by Caf-

farel et al. [36] with implementations from Bosa et al. [16], where the ensemble size

is kept fixed by optimized reconfiguration processes and the pure diffusion version by

Vrbik el al. [37], where the ensemble size is fixed by replacing the branching process

with an accumulated weight carried by each walker. All these methods exploit some

form of the future-walking technique, from which we could obtain exact expectation
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values not only for the energies of the system but aJso for the non-differential properties

that do not commute with the system Hamiltonian. These algorithms will be detailed

in the following chapters.

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 will give a general description of the

diffusion Monte Carlo method and its three variants used in this work. Chapter 3

explains in detail the implementation procedures of the preceding theories for a gener-

alized calculation. A few complementary techniques devised to seek better estimates

of the simple electronic properties are also presented in this chapter. As a background

knowledge for our work on more complicated electronic properties, we will include in

Chapter 4 a brief description of polarizabilities and their corresponding estimators in

DMC. Technical details and our property-estimation results are presented in Chapter 5.

The last chapter contains a discussion and some conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Diffusion Monte Carlo

In this chapter, a general description of the basic diffusion Monte Carlo method with

its two variants related to this work will be presented.

2.1 Basic diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)

2.1.1 General idea

Basic diffusion Monte Carlo is constructed on the following modified time-dependent

Schrondinger equation, in which the imaginary time t(= it) is used instead of the real

time t (atomic units are implied):

_dt(^ = -^VV(R,r) + (y(R) - ErM^,T) (2.1)

where R represents the 3N-dimensional vector of the N-electron coordinates, ^(R, r)

is the time-dependent many-body wave function of the system, V^(R) is the potential

energy, and Et is the constant energy shift that facilitates future computations.

We solve the equation by first expanding ip(R,T) in a complete set of eigenstates

(piiH) of the system Hamiltonian

V'(R,r) = ^Q(r)0,(R) (2.2)

t

and

H4>i{R) = Ei(l)i{R) (2.3)
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where Ei are the energy eigenvalues corresponding to the 0i(R)

By substituting this expansion (2.2) into Eq(2.1), we get

xP{R, t) = Y1 iVi0i(R)e-^(^^-^^^ (2.4)

i

After sufficiently long time r, only the lowest energy term survives and the asymp-

totic solution of Eq(2.1) takes the following form

hm V(R, t) ^ NoM^K"^^"'^''^ (2-5)
T—OO

If 0o(R) is not orthogonal to ^(R, oo) and Et is adjusted to be equal to the ground-

state energy, Eq, the solution t/'(R, r) will take a steady-state form given by

limi/;(R,r)^iVo(^o(R) (2.6)
T—>00

Thus, the time-dependent Schrondinger equation is solved in a sense that the ground

state will be projected out by a long time evolution of samplers (or walkers) in the

configuration space, and this sampling process could be performed by Monte Carlo

procedures.

2.1.2 A step further to diffusion Monte Carlo

To correctly simulate the whole random walking process according to the Schrondinger

equation, an ensemble of "electron configurations" are initialized to form a pointwise

representation of the wave function ^•'(R, 0), where one electron configuration (or point

R) is a set of 3N coordinates with N designating the number of electrons in the system.

By considering the first term — the diffusion term, on the right hand side of Eq(2.1),

each electron is moved by adding a random distance within the configuration space.

Then, the second term — the branching term, would give a first-order rate equation

that determines whether this configuration, represented by these randomly moving elec-

trons' positions, is to be duplicated or destroyed. In this way, the Schrodinger equation
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could be simulated by iteratively performing a combination of diffusion and branching

processes, so that the number of configurations at a given point R could be propor-

tional to the probability expressed by the exponent of its local potential energy there.

After a sufficiently long time evolution of the ensemble, the distribution of its config-

urations will form a discrete representation of the ground state wave function V^(R, oo).

The quantitative explanation of the above processes would involve the implementa-

tion of the Green's function ^(R ^ R , r), by which we can write the integral-form of

the Schrodinger equation as

^{R\ r + Ta) = j 5(R ^ R', r„)V(R, r)d3^R, (2.7)

where Tq is the length of a step in imaginary time the ensemble takes to evolve in the

configuration space and ^(R -^ R , Tq) represents the transition probability from R to

R' in time step Tq.

If we differentiate both sides of Eq(2.7) with respect to Ta

_a^(RV±^ ^ _
I
MR^RV^^,j,^

^),3.j, ,2.8)

and compare it with both sides of Eq(2.7) operated on by {H — Ex)

{H - ErmR', T + T,)= j{H - Et)9(R -> R', t^MR, T)d^^'R, (2.9)

we can equate, by using Eq(2.1), the right-hand sides of Eq(2.8) and Eq(2.9) to get

_d9(;R^_^^ = {H-ET)g{R^R',r^). (2.10)

Thus, we can get the general form of the Green's function for the time-dependent

Schrodinger equation as

g{R -> R',r<.) = (R'|e-(^-^^)^»|R). (2.11)
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To simulate the Green's function approximately, we could factor the propagator, Q-i^-ErVa^

into two separate exponents, kinetic and potential energy terms [38], and get the fol-

lowing expression as:

= e-^^-e-(^-^-)^"+0(r2) = pdiff5B + C»(T2), (2.12)

which is exact only when operators T(R, Tq) and V{K, r^) commute. Here, ^fdiff denotes

a diffusion Green's function and qb a branching one. For cases [V, T] ^ 0, we could

expand these exponents into the Taylor series as:

p(R-.R',r„) = e-^^^^-^-)-° ^ 1 - (T + t> - Er)r^ + ^^^ + ^^~ ^^^^°^'
- 0{rl)

Pdifr(R-R',r,) = e-^-» ;« 1 - tr„ +^^ - 0(r„3)

yB(R-R',r„) = e-(v--^r)r. ^ 1 _ (y _ £:^)^^ + [(^ ~|^)^°J' - C>(r„^), (2.13)

and get

5(R ^ R', r„) - ^diff(R - R', r„)^B(R -> R', Ta) = ^[y, r]r2 + C?(r„3) (2.14)

Neglecting the commutator term \y ,f] and 0{tI) on the right hand side of Eq(2.14),

which is correct to the order of r^ , we get the approximated form of ^(R -^ R', r^) as

g{K -» R', Ta) ^ :9diff(R -^ R', r„)(7B(R -^ R', To). Thus, Eq(2.10) can be written as:

C^^diff(R-^R',ra)^B(R->RVO . lr72^^/^P^ C^ 1 ^TJ T5' ^ ^T3 O' \= l-o" +V{R)-ET\gdxn[ti -^ R , r„)c/B(R -^ R , r^).
ar,a

(2.15)

and further separated into two equations:

-''^"""'""'''"°'=-ivWR-R',rJ (2.16)
dTa 2'a

and

a5B(R->R',T-„)

dTa
= [V(R) - EtMR - R', rj, (2.17)
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which are called the classical diffusion equation and the first-order rate equation. The

solution of Eq(2.16) is a multidimensional Gaussian, symmetric in R and spread in r^

gdiff(R->R,Tj-
(27rr„)3^/2

"

^ ^

We simulate this part of the Green's function by adding the coordinate component of

each electron in the configuration a random number drawn from a Gaussian distribution

centred at the zero and spread within Tq.

The solution of Eq(2.17) is

gB{R - R'.rJ = e-(^(R')-^^)^" (2.19)

and we simulate it by making copies of a configuration according to the integer part of

its branching Green's function Qb^R —> R', Ta). If this integer is zero, the configuration

would be removed from the ensemble after diffusion.

However, a backdraw of the above stochastic procedure is that ^b(R —* R',T"a) can

diverge when the coulomb potential V^(R) goes to ±oo as electrons collide toward the

nucleus or coincide with other electrons. This will introduce large variances to the

final estimates. The best way to overcome this problem is to apply importance sam-

pling technique, a key advance in diffusion Monte Carlo for its wide spread in later

calculations and methodology developments.

2.1.3 Importance sampling in diffusion Monte Carlo

This technique introduces a guiding function 0t(R), a local energy £^l(R) and a drift

velocity F(R) into the Schrodinger equation. Multiplying Eq(2.1) with a known high

quahty trial wavefunction 0t(R), one can get the new probability distribution /(R, r)

as

/(R,r) = V;(R,r)0T(R). (2.20)
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And the Schrddinger equation would now be of the form:

-^^^^ = -^VV(R,r) + V . (/(R,r)F(R)) + [Et^{R) - ET]f{R,T) (2.21)

where F(R) = V(^r(R)/<^r(R) and Ei{R) = //0t(R)/<?t(R)-

The advantage of this implementation is that the branching term now deals with the

local energy El{R) rather than F(R), where its singularities near the nucleus could

be largely canceled by the corresponding kinetic energy T(R) in //(R) so that £^l(R)

is left almost a constant around Eq- The cusp behavior of two approaching electrons

could also be properly minimized by a good choice of 0r(R). The additional term

V« (/(R, r)F(R)) emerged from the new Schrodinger equation acts as a drift velocity

imposed on the diffusion, which will drive the electrons away from the regions where

4>t(R) is small. Therefore, with the help of the 0T(R)-dependent drift, F(R), regions of

high probability are preferentially sampled and the efficiency of the program is greatly

enhanced.

The modification of the Schrodinger equation also affects the Green's function. Similar

to Eq(2.16) and Eq(2.17), we can write

3^diff(R -> R', Ta)

dTa
= r(R)^difr(R-^R',Tj (2.22)

where

and

f(R) = -\v^ + V • F(R) + F(R) • V (2.23)

_ a^BlR_^RA2^ = [^(R) - Er\gB{R - R', rj, (2.24)

By assuming the second term on the right hand side of Eq(2.23) to be zero, which

requires F(R) to stay the same when moved from R to R' in short time r^ —» 0, we
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can get the solution of Eq(2.22) as

5diff(K -^R,Ta)^
(27rr„)3^/2

^ '^^^

Simulation of this part would be adding a drift move with magnitude of raF(R) to

the coordinate components of each electron after diffusion as is done in Eq(2.18). The

branching part is almost the same with a minor change from V(R) to £^l(R) and the

solution of Eq(2.24) is

geiR - R', r„) = e-(^^(R')-^rK
(2.26)

We still simulate this part by making copies of the configuration according to the in-

teger part of ^b(R —^ R') Ta) and if the integer is 0, this configuration will be deleted.

Thus, we have completed a three-step procedure—diffusion, drift and branching, ac-

cording to the short-time approximate Green's function for Eq(2.21) as

giR - R .rj « -i^-^
(2iTr,ym

exv[-{EL{R') - ET)Ta], (2.27)

which is exact when Tq —* 0. This criterion could be satisfied by repeating the simula-

tion with several decreasing values of time step Tq so that the final unbiased estimation

could be obtained by extrapolating properties to the Tq = limit. Alternatively, only

small time step values may be used, where the resulting bias is small relative to the

statistical error.

However, for a wavefunction with nodes (points where <Pt{R)=Q), it would not be

valid to assume the drift velocity F(R) to be constant everywhere. For regions around

the nodes, the wavefunction 0t(R) decreases to almost zero, which renders F(R)(=

V0t(R)/0t(R)) to diverge inversely proportional to the distance from the nodal sur-

face. The same problem also exists in the local energy El{R){= H<I)t{R)/4>t{R)),
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which diverges near the nodes. To deal with this problem, several remedies were sug-

gested: a commonly used one is the cut off scheme [39, 40], where too large drifts and

local energies are truncated to a quantity proportional to I/tq (when Tq —> 0, this re-

straint would be automaticly removed as I/tq —»• oo); the other scheme [31] introduces

several further modifications for the drifts and local energies so that these quantities

are better truncated around the nodes. Note that for large system calculations, where

very small time steps are often used, I/tq would be a large number that may leave

many outliers unrestrained in contributing to the final estimates. Therefore, the merit

of this scheme would be contaminated by the increase of variance, although the results

are still valid and unbiased.

As the modified Schrodinger equation [Eq(2.21)] is solved in this approximate way,

its solution—the possible configurations represented by the walkers evolved in the

Monte Carlo simulations, will obey the so-called mixed-distribution: /(R, r -^ oo) =

V'(R,r ^ oo)(^r(R) [or 0o(R)</'r(R) as given by Eq(2.6)].

2.2 Variants of diffusion Monte Carlo

After having explained the main theory for diffusion Monte Carlo, we now come to a

few modifications done to the sampling techniques.

2.2.1 Minimal stochastic reconfiguration diffusion Monte

Carlo (MSR DMC)

The modification starts from the branching factor bij = e~(^^(')~^^^'^° of the i-th walker

in the j-th iteration. We can write bij as

bi,J = kj^v (2-28)
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where we introduce the global weight Wj, average of branching factors of all M walkers

in the ensemble for the j-th iteration, as

1 M
^J^^Eb^j, (2.29)

In the limit of M —* oo, the global weight Wj converges to its constant value, which

eliminates the undesired correlation introduced by the sum that combines all the inde-

pendent walkers together. Then, the relative weight bij could be used as bij to guide

the reconfiguration process as is done in the usual branching process. The merit of us-

ing bij instead of bij is that we can divide the ensemble into two groups with different

relative weights. Walkers in the bi^j > 1 group are candidates that can be duplicated

to taJce positions of the walkers in the < bij < 1 group. The number of repUcations

and removals is balanced by the following rule so that the ensemble size is kept fixed,

iV,econf = int(r7-H ;£ |6,:,,— l|) = int(7?+ Yl fe " 1|) (2-30)

6ij>l 0<b<,^<l

where r/ is a pseudorandom number from the interval [0,1].

Within a group, the probability for a candidate walker to be chosen is proportional to

\bij — 1|, i.e, a walker with weight much smaller thaji others in < bij < 1 group is

more likely to be replaced by a walker that has weight much greater than others in

bi,j > 1 group. This reconfiguration process is more efficient than the original diffusion

Monte Carlo in optimization of an ensemble: walkers that sample the less important

regions don't have to endure a long evolution to reach their optimal positions — they

may be directly replaced by walkers that are sampling the relatively high probabil-

ity regions. Meanwhile, it conserves the functionality of branching but minimizes the

ensemble fluctuations without further artifacts. Also, for our purpose of the polarizabil-

ities, an ensemble with fixed number of walkers is more convenient to be implemented

in the calculation. As for the bias coming from the fixed-ensemble-size restriction, we
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can properly correct it by using a;^^^ product of the past global weight Wj, as

ujf^tlWj (2.31)

1

and uj^''''^\ product of the past and future global weight Wj, as

J 00

a;f^UnW^,nWG' (2.32)

1 j

for ground state energy and other non-differential property calculations. (Detailed

explanations for the use of w^^^ and w''''-^^ will be given in Section 3.2.2.) This robust

and memory-saving reconfiguration process is highly promising in the application to

large system calculations.

2.2.2 Pure diffusion Monte Carlo (Pure DMC)

An alternative approach devised to control the ensemble size in diffusion Monte Carlo

is called pure DMC. In this method, the branching step is omitted and replaced by

associating each walker with an accumulated weight [12]. Since there is no branch-

ing process that duplicates and/or deletes walkers in the ensemble as is done in basic

DMC or minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC, each walker will have an indepen-

dent evolution path throughout the whole simulation time. It is quite suitable for the

calculation of polarizabihties, where a clear path and a constant population are con-

venient to trace the history of a walker. This method, first constructed by Caffarel et

al. [41] in fully generalized Feynman-Kac format, was recently proven [36] by himself

to be algorithmicly unstable when ipr is crude, as experienced by other authors [16].

However, for the sake of its high performance and accuracy in calculation for small

systems, we still adopt it in retrieving the polarizability properties while using high

quality trial wave functions and several prescriptions to avoid the divergence.

The general formalism of this method [41] could be described as follows:
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If we consider Eq(2.21) without the last term [El{R) - Er]/(R, r), the Schrodinger

equation would reduce to the standard Fokker-Planck equation in variational Monte

Carlo, which describes the simple isotropic diffusion processes as

^^^ = iVV(R-, r) - V . (/(R, r)F(R)). (2.33)

The trajectories of the above equation could be generated by using the corresponding

Langevin equation in statistical mechanics [42] as:

^^ = F(R,r) + r7, (2.34)
or

where 77 is a random number from a multidimensional Gaussian with the mean of

zero and spread of 1. The Langevin equation arises from the theory of Brownian

motion [43], in which we can conceptually connect 77 to the randomly fluctuating

velocity and F(R, r) to the absorption velocity due to the density differences. By

integrating Eq(2.34) over a short time interval Tq, we obtain its discretized form that

is suitable for the Monte Carlo simulation — walkers are moved from point R to R'

according to

R' = R + F(R)ra + X, (2.35)

where x is a 3N-dimensional number randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution

with zero mean and spread Tq. By writing F(R) in terms of V0T(R)/0r(R) in

Eq(2.33), we can find by inspection that /(R, 0) = ^^(R) is a solution to the Fokker-

Planck equation. Therefore, the sampling scheme governed by Eq(2.35) would also

give an ensemble distributed as cpj^CR), i.e. the random walk without branching would

lead to an ensemble of configurations that are variationally distributed.

Now, if we start from an equilibrium state Rq with probability /(Rq, 0) = ^^(Ro)

and include the last term of Eq(2.21) by using the Green's function as

/(Ri.ra) = J 9{Ro^Rura)f{Ro,0)d'''Ro
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= /5di.f(Ro-Ri,ra)5B(Ro->R-i,ra)4(RoM''''Ro> (2-36)

we get, after n iterations, the final distribution in terms of all intermediate states as

/(R„, UTa) « / 5diff (R-n-l -^ R^, Ta)5s(Rn-l "* R-n. '^a)o^^^R^-l

X / (7diff(Rn-2 -^ Rn-l,'''a)£/s(R^-2 -* Rm-l,Ta)c?^ Rn-2

X ... X y 5diff(Ro -^ Ri.r„)5B(Ro -> Ri,r„)<^2,(Ro)d3^Ro. (2.37)

If we further separate qb's from the corresponding Pdiff 's on the right hand side of the

above equation as

/(R„,nr„) ^ / . • . Mdiff(Rn-l -^ Rn,7'a)5diff(Rn-2 -* Rn-l.Ta) . ..^diffCRo -^ Rl,Ta)

X |ngB(Ri-i->Ri,Ta)|4(Ro)rf3^Rn_id3^R„_2...d3^Ro, (2.38)

.2=1

and attribute the product of branching Green's functions as a relative weight W(Rn)

to each walker at Rn, we could get

/(R„, riTa) ^
I J

£'diff(Rn-l ^ Rn, ra)fifdiff(Rn-2 "> Rn-1, Ta) £?diff(Ro -* Rl, ^a)

X {w^(R„)4(Ro)}rf3^R„_ad3^R„_2...rf3^Ro. (2.39)

where

n

W^(Rn) = l[9B{'^-l-^'^,ra)
1=1

=
J]

e-('E^^(i^)-£;T)ra
(2.40)

t=i

Thus, the branching process is reduced from making copies of configurations, which

costs a great amount of CPU time and introduces correlations between configurations

that should be independent of each other, to only keeping track of the branching

Green's functions over a certain length of iterations. Note that there are only dif-

fusion and drift moves performed in pure DMC, configurations in the ensemble will

always be distributed according to /(R, r) = <^7^(R) as what we have had in the vari-

ational Monte Carlo. However, for estimations of the system properties, all quantities
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collected from the variational distribution are corrected accordingly, by means of the

product of the branching Green's function or the cumulative weight H^(Rn), to the

mixed (0o(R-)<?^t(R-)) or exact (0o(R-)) distributions.

As mentioned above in the proof from Cafferal et al. [36], the disadvantage of this

method is that once a walker samples a low probabihty region, it will contaminate the

cumulative weight by making it less important even if this walker has sampled high

probability regions most of the time. In other words, the efficiency of the sampling

scheme deteriorates when more walkers touch the low probability regions as the ac-

cumulation length grows. The lacking of abundant representatives in the ensemble,

where only a small number of walkers dominate, will cause the configuration space to

be insufficiently sampled. Then, we have to use a large size ensemble to guarantee the

statistical requirement, which will hamper the simulation if a large system is involved.

One way proposed to remedy this problem [37] is to use a finite accumulation length,

L, instead of the whole evolution path as is used in Cafferal's approach. We can calcu-

late the system properties with several values of L and complete the final estimate by

extrapolating those properties to L —> cx) limit as is done in the time step bias extrap-

olation. Also, for actual calculations, past and future weights [12] accumulated along

the walkers' evolution path could be used to obtain 0Q(R)-sampled exact expectation

values from their ^^'(R) distributed configurations. We will adopt this modified version

of the pure diffusion Monte Carlo method for our later calculations in Chapter 6 and

details for its calculation procedures will be presented in Section 3.1.3.
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Chapter 3

Implementation in simulation

In this chapter, we will describe in detail the practical realizations of the preceding

theories in an actual calculation. A few complementary techniques devised to seek

better estimations of the electronic properties are presented as well. All these efforts

will serve as a background and prerequisite for our work on the more complicated

properties, i.e. polaxizabihties, in the later discussion.

3.1 Conversion of non-exact distributions to exact

Prom the theories reviewed in the previous chapter, we have already learned that the

basic diffusion Monte Carlo and one of its variants — minimal stochastic reconfigura-

tion DMC, will lead to an ensemble of configurations that are distributed according

to 0o(R)0t(R), while variational Monte Carlo and pure DMC give 0j(R) after equi-

librium. These two distributions are called "mixed" and "variational" distributions,

correspondingly.

For a mixed distribution, only properties that commute with the system Hamilto-

nian H can be evaluated exactly within the fixed-node approximation, by which we

mean that defects coming from the nodal displacements between trial and the exact

wavefunctions should be small and negligible. Therefore, quantities such as the ground

state energy Eq can be readily calculated as
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where E{r} „ denotes the sum over configurations that distribute according to <;!l)o(R)(i^(R)

and M is the total number of configurations in the ensemble. For non-diflFerential

property operators that do not commute with the Hamiltonian, we can only get an

approximated estimate {A)jn, from its mixed distribution, rather than the exact one

{A)e

For a variational distribution, all properties {A)y are biased by the choice of an ap-

proximate wavefunction besides the fixed-node error

Specifically, the variational energy {E)y is an upper bound compared to its exact ground

state [44] as

To pursue perfect estimations, which are highly demanded in the current scientific

experiments and calculations, we have to eliminate all these avoidable biases and pin

down the variances. Many works have been done to improve the above estimations to

a higher level of accuracy, out of which we will describe the three commonly used ones

as follows.

3.1.1 Combination of mixed and variational to exact

The simplest way toward this is to combine {A)m and {A)y together [45]. Since (^ is

chosen to be close to 4>o, we can define the difference e = 4>q — (t)T and rewrite {A)m

and {A)y in Taylor series of e as

IA\ i (t>QA4>T<i'''K ^ J>oi(<^o - f)d3A^R J<^oi(0o-£)d3A^R / J>o£d^\

= {A)e + lM{A)e-A)ed^''R + 0{s'') (3.5)
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and

= {A), + 2
J (l>ome- A)sd'''R + 0{e'). (3.6)

We can see that both {A)m and {A)y deviate from {A)e by e to the first-order. Then,

if these first-order common terms between Eq(3.5) and Eq(3.6) are eUminated, {A)e,

the second-order approximation to {A)e, can be written as

(A), = 2{AU - (A), = (^)e + 0{e% (3.7)

Although this technique is straightforward to be implemented, its accuracy, especially

for a large system, whose high quality wavefunction is not always available, can be

hardly guaranteed; East et al. [47] showed it only to be qualitatively accurate.

3.1.2 Mixed to exact

There are also methods that enable the conversion of a mixed or variational distribution

to the exact case by a single Monte Carlo run within the fixed-node approximation. The

future-walking approach [46] , which can be incorporated into any "mixed" distribution

algorithm, is commonly adopted. It couples each 0o(R-)</'r(R-) distributed walker with

a corresponding weight that represents the ratio of 0o(R)/0r(R.) and yield a weighted

average (^4)^ as the exact expectation value (0o|i4|0o)-

The brief theory can be given as follows: Since the initial distribution /(R', 0) is a

delta function that represents the probability of finding a single walker at position R

and time 0, we have /(R',0) = i/;(R',0)(;^(R') = S(R' - R). By using Eq(2.4) at

T = 0, we write

S{R' - R) = MR')E N^<|>im (3.8)
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If we multiply both sides of Eq(3.8) by 0t(R')/0T(R'') and integrate R' over all space,

we get

Since A^, does not change when t -^ oo, we get the mixed ground state distribution as

/(R',T-.oo) = Nocf>omM^')e-'^^°-'^^^

= T4|T<^o(R')0T(R')e-^^'^''-^'-^ (3.10)

Integrating both sides of the above equation over R' will give the asymptotic population

of walkers that originate from R at r = as

FR(R',r-^oo) = |iVo0o(R')<^T(R')e"'^'^''"^^^rf''^R'

= ^^e-^(^o-^-)|0o(R')<^T(R')rf'''R'- (3.11)

Therefore, the exact expectation value for A can be written as the weighted average

at r = as

(A).
E{R},,,^PR(R',r-oo)

/<^o(R)0r(R)^^^R « J0o(R)i(R)0T(R)$^e-^(^°-^^^rf^^R

/ M^')M^')d'''R' • / 0o(R)0T(R)^e-(^o-Sr)rf3A/R

_ (0o|i|0o)

"
(0o|0o) •

^^-^^^

We will implement this approach in both basic DMC and minimal stochastic recon-

figuration DMC methods to obtain exact expectation values for operators that do not

commute with the system Hamiltonian. Details of these computational aspects will be

presented in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2. Also, in the future, we will use "minimal

stochastic reconfiguration DMC with future-walking (MSR-DMC-FW) algorithm" [16]

to represent the original MSR-DMC one when future-walking technique is adoped.
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3.1.3 Variational to exact

Since the above algorithm works only for the mixed distribution, we have to find a

proper way to convert the "variational" distribution generated from pure DMC to

yield an exact expectation value. Langfelder et al. [12] presented an elegant approach

to achieve the desired estimation from the (^^(R) distribution. They also improved

Caffai'el's algorithm [41] by using a different quantity-averaging scheme, which enabled

the exact estimation of any quantities out of a variational distribution.

The theory can be briefly described as follows: In pure DMC as given in Chapter 2,

the past cumulative weight W^^^ (R) for the i-th walker in the j-th. iteration is given as

W^\Rij) = wi^ = Ylk,,, (3.13)
rip) _

which converts the sampling from 07'(R) to (i!)o(R)<?i)T(R); thus, it would be intuitive

to conclude that W^p\R) acts as the ratio of 0o(R)/0t(R) and its square ^^^^(R), as

suggested by East et al. [47], should be 0o(R')/0f(R-) ^^at corrects 0j'(R) directly to

00 (R)- However, as questioned by Reynolds [48], this is only an approximated estimate

that is correct to the quaUty of e^ [49] , since it will lead to a change of the Schrodinger

equation [Eq(2.21)] as

_^f(^ = -^VV(R, r) + V . (/(R, r)F(R)) + 2 x [El{R) - £;t]/(R, t), (3.14)

and the only way for these two equations [Eq(2.21) and Eq(3.14)] to be satisfied at the

same time is to guarantee V4>t/(Pt = V0o/0o, which requires <^ oc ^o — the same

demand as in Eq(3.7).

Actually, a walk into its future [12] will solve the above problem in East et al. [47].

By using the time-reversible property of the detail balanced condition from any MC

simulation, weight accumulated from the future could also be used to represent the
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ratio of 0o(R')/<?V(R) that is independent of its past

oo

W^f\R,j) = W,^i^ = YiKk. (3.15)

With the product of past and future weights

W^r>J)^R,,) = wS>Wl^ = Ub,,, oc [^^)\ (3-16)

we can simulate the Schrodinger equation [Eq(2.21)] variationally and correct its ex-

pectation value to the exact one as

E{R} , wip>f)iR)

Meanwhile, as mentioned before, an improvement of the algorithm is made by using

a finite length (L) of iterations for the accumulation of weights, since it is computa-

tionally expensive and algorithmicly unstable to use all iterations starting from the

very beginning to collect weights as is done in Caffarel et a/.'s approach. The imple-

mentation of L enables us to monitor the dependence of properties on the cumulative

length and therefore find an optimal one for the efficient simulation. The corresponding

modification can be expressed as

3 j+L-\ j j+L-1

^5^ = n Kk-, w^p = n kk-, wt/^ = n k^ n k^ (3.18)
k=j-L+l k=j k=j-L+\ k=i

where L is the accumulation length corresponding to the point at which the property

starts to converge.

We will implement this approach into pure DMC to obtain "pure DMC with future-

walking (PDMC-FW) algorithm" [12] so that we could get exact expectation values

for operators that do not commute with the system Hamiltonian. Details of its calcu-

lational aspects will be presented in Section 3.2.3.
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3.2 Calculation procedures

With the preparation of a theoretical background and a few complementary techniques

given above, we now come to the practical realization of all these efforts. There are

three quantum Monte Carlo algorithms described below: basic diffusion Monte Carlo,

minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC, and pure DMC, all with future walking.

3.2.1 Basic diffusion Monte Carlo with future-walking

algorithm (DMC-FW)

1. Initialization:

(a) Set the total number of independent runs for each time step, so that the

variance of the estimate can be accessed. By using different series of ran-

dom numbers in each run, we can have independent walking behaviors and

statistically distributed averages, which not only yield an estimate but also

the confidence of this value.

(b) Set the ensemble size Mq, total number of iterations Nq and time step tq.

For systems with many electrons, Mq and Nq have to be large enough to

cover all configuration space while tq has to be small enough to mitigate the

time-step bias.

(c) Set the future walking length Lq. This quantity determines the number of

iterations we go into the future to count the children for each walker at the

present iteration. Lq has to be large enough to filter out the ground state

from all the other excited states.

(d) Set the trial energy Et, which usually taJces the value of the exact or best

known energy of our interested state. Although this quantity appears only

in the branching factors and gets canceled in all the ratios where it involves,
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it is not arbitrarily chosen. If this quantity deviates far from the ensemble

average energj^, it will cause more walkers to be involved in the duplication

or removal process, i.e. branching process, than the necessary and increases

the instability and variance of our estimates.

(e) Initialize all the walkers into the configuration space. One can set them

into a small cubic box at the coordinate origin. Or, we can use an already

equiUbrated ensemble and start with it.

2. Equilibration and stack filling:

(a) Move each walker in the ensemble by doing one drift and one dijffusion move.

(b) Perform the branching decision for each walker.

(c) Update the ensemble size M' according to the branching process at the end

of this iteration.

(d) Repeat (a), (b) and (c) until the ensemble reaches equihbrium. The number

of iterations taken for this step should be sufficiently large to achieve a mixed

distribution.

(e) After reaching equilibrium, perform Lq iterations of drift, diffusion and

branching to fill the stacks. Note: Calculate the local energy Eij = EiCRij)

and system properties Aij = ^(Rjj) for each walker in every iteration before

branching and put property values Aij into corresponding stacks. Record

the branching information by putting the integer part of each walker's

branching factor into a stack labeled by walker's index.

3. Main iterations:

(a) Perform one iteration {f = Lq + 1) of drift, diffusion and branching. Note:

Calculate the local energy Eiij' and system properties Ai'ji for each walker

before branching and substitute the oldest iteration's {j = 1) Eij and Aij
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information stored in the stacks with the latest one's {f = Lq + 1). Do the

branching and record the branching information by putting the integer part

of each walker's branching factor into a stack labeled by walker's index.

(b) Trace from this iteration (j' = Lq + I) back to the current oldest one (j =

2) stored in the stack to find the weight Uij — PR,(R'ij) as in Eq(3.11),

which represents how many children there will be in this future iteration

(/ = £o + 1) for each walker in the oldest iteration (J = 2).

(c) Calculate the average ensemble energy Ej for the oldest iteration {j = 2)

as:

M'

Ej^ZEij/M' (3.19)

and the weighted average for the property Aj-.

^i = !^'' ' (3-20)

(d) Move on to the next iteration (/ = Lq + 2) and do as described in (a), (6)

and (c) to get Ej and Aj until the (Lq + iVo)-th iteration. Note, evolution of

the ensemble at / is Lq — 1 steps ahead of the iteration j, where we calculate

the weighted averages.

(e) Calculate the estimation for the system ground-state energy {Eo)e:

1 Afo+l

iEo)e = TrIl^J (3-21)

and ground-state expectation value of the properties {A)e:

I
Nq+1

for the currently chosen value of time step tq

(^)e =
A^ E ^i (3-22)

4. Choose several different series of random numbers and do the calculation as

described in (2) and (3) to get numbers of independent estimates of (£^o)e and

{A)e according to (l.a) for this time step tq.
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5. Calculation with different initial values for tq, A/q, Nq and Lq'.

(a) Change tq and its corresponding initial values of Mo, A'o and Lq to Ma, Na

and jLfl. For a proper t^j -+ extrapolation, it is recommended [50] that time

step Ta be equidistantly chosen (usually 6 values to have the most efficient

lit), i.e. Ta = OTo, (a = 1,2,..., 6). At the same time, since sampling of

the configuration space is changed by different choices of t<,, initial values

for A'/o, Nq and Lq should be modified correspondingly so that variance and

computational cost of our estimations could be minimized. As the value

used for Tq approaches to zero, a larger ensemble with longer iterations will

have to used to do the equilibration and averaging process. Here, we adopt

these formulas for Ma, Na and La as was used in [12]:

Ma - Mo^ (3.23)

iVa = N^ (3.24)

La = i^o(^j , (3.25)

where use of the largest time step Qtq is to make the ratio (^) no less than

1. And the linear dependency of this ratio for Ma and A^a would suffice our

needs for a reliable sampling of the configuration space. For the stack size

La, we still demand at least:

Laoc-^, (3.26)

where d is a number greater than 1. However, to avoid the weight variance

problem, d has to be less than 2, as was found by East et al. [47]. Here, we

just adopt their choice of d to be 1.5.

(b) Do the simulation as described in (2), (3) and (4) to get several independent

estimates of {Eo)e and (^)e for another different five Ta's.

6. Final estimates;
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(a) Plot {Eo)e V.S. Ta and {A)e V.S. Tfl.

(b) Extrapolate (£'o)e and (^)e in the above plots to the points where Tq = 0.

These extrapolation points are the final estimates for (£'o)e and {A)e within

the fixed-node approximation. Note that there could be several choices

of models to be used in the above extrapolations; therefore, a weighted

average of these different modeled extrapolations could also serve as our

final estimates.

3.2.2 Minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC with

future-walking algorithm (MSR-DMC-FW)

1. Initialization:

(a) Set the total number of independent runs for each time step.

(b) Set the ensemble size Mq, total number of iterations A'o, time step tq and

past-future walking length Lq.

(c) Set the trial energy Ex-

(d) Initialize all the walkers into the configuration space.

2. Equilibration and stack filling:

(a) Move each walker in the ensemble by doing one drift and one diffusion move.

(b) Perform the reconfiguration process for each walker. This decision is carried

out as follows:

i. Calculate the branching factor bij = Q-(EL{i)-ET)Ta Jq^ gg^j^ walker.

ii. Get the average value of all Mq walkers' branching factors in the en-

semble as the global weight Wj = j^ "^fii hj as given in Eq(2.29).

iii. Calculate the relative weight bij for each walker from the ratio bij =
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iv. Reconfigure the walkers in the ensemble according to bij.

(c) Repeat (a) and (ft) until the ensemble reaches equilibrium. The number

of iterations taken by (c) should be sufficiently large to achieve a mixed

distribution.

(d) Perform 2Lo — 1 iterations of drift, diffusion and reconfiguration to fill the

stacks. Note: Calculate the local energy Eij = El(Rh,j) and system proper-

ties Aij = yl(Rij) for each walker in every iteration before reconfiguration

and put Eij, Aij and Wj into corresponding stacks. Record the reconfig-

uration information by putting the index of each walker's parent ( "parent

index" ) into a stack.

3. Main iterations:

(a) Perform one iteration {j' = 2Lo) of drift, diffusion and reconfiguration.

Note: Calculate local energy Efj' and system properties Ai'j' for each

walker before reconfiguration and substitute the oldest iteration's {j = 1)

Eij and Aij information stored in the stacks with the latest one's {j' = 2Lo).

Do the reconfiguration and substitute the oldest iteration's {j = 1) "parent

index" and Wj information in the stacks with the latest one's {j' = 2Lo).

(b) Trace from this iteration {f — 2Lq) back to the middle one {j = Lq + 1)

stored in the "parent index" stack to find the weight njj = PR.(R'ij) as in

Eq(3.11), which represents how many children there will be in the future

iteration {f — 2Lo) for each walker in the middle {j = Lq + 1) iteration.

(c) Calculate the product of the global weight Wj from the oldest iteration

{j = 2) to the middle one {j = Lq + 1) as the past fixed-ensemble bias

correction factor, Uj':

.(P)

Lo+l

ur = n ^J (3-27)

j=2
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and the product from the middle iteration {j = Lq + 1) to both the oldest

{j = 2) and the latest ones (/ = 2Lo) as the past-future correction factor,

Lo+l 2Lo

uf'^^ =\{W, n ^r (3-28)

(d) Calculate the average ensemble energy Ej for the middle iteration [j =

Lq + 1) as:

Mo

Ej = Y.Ei,j/Mo (3.29)

i=l

and the weighted average for the property Aj:

^i

=

^ir::^
'^

- (3-30)

(e) Move on to the next iteration {f = 2Lo + 1) and do as described in (a),

(6), (c) and (d) to get u;j^\ cj^^'''-^^ ^^ and i^ until the (2Lo + A^'o - l)-th

iteration. Note, evolution of the ensemble at j' is Lq — 1 iterations ahead of

the middle one j, where we calculate the weighted averages.

(f) Calculate the estimation for the system ground-state energy {Eo)e.

v-Lo+iVo p (p)

and the ground-state expectation value for the properties (^)e:

v^Lo+A^o A ,
,(pJ)

\^/« v-Lo+iVo
,
,(P,/)

(3.32)

for the currently chosen time step tq.

4. Choose several different series of random numbers and do the calculation as

described in (2) and (3) to get numbers of independent estimates of (£^o)e and

{A)(. according to (l.a) for this time step tq.

5. Change the initial tq, Mq, A^o and Lq to different values of Tq, Ma, Na and La as

Ta = aro,(a= 1,2, ...,6) (3.33)
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Ma = Mo— (3.34)
To

A^o = No— (3.35)

La = Loi^^y (3.36)

Do the simulation as described in (2), (3) and (4) using the above parameters

to get several independent estimates of (-E'o)e and {A)e for another five different

time step Ta's.

6. Final estimates:

(a) Plot {Eo)e V.S. Ta and {A)e V.S. Tfl.

(b) Extrapolate (jE'o)e and {A)e in the above plots to the points where Ta = 0.

These extrapolation points are the final estimates for (-E'o)e and {A)e within

the fixed-node approximation. Note that there could be several choices

of models to be used in the above extrapolations; therefore, a weighted

average of these different modeled extrapolations could also serve as our

final estimates.

3.2.3 Pure DMC with future-walking algorithm

(PDMC-FW)

1. Initiahzation:

(a) Set the total number of independent runs for each time step.

(b) Set the ensemble size Mq, total number of iterations A^o, time step Tq and

past-future walking length Lq.

(c) Set the trial energy Et-

(d) Initialize all the walkers into the configuration space.
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2. Equilibration and stack filling:

(a) Move each walker in the ensemble by doing one drift and one diffusion move.

(b) Repeat (a) until the ensemble reaches equilibrium, where walkers are vari-

ationally distributed.

(c) Perform 2Lo — 1 iterations of drift and diffusion to fill the stacks. Calculate

local energy Eij = EiilUj), system properties Aij = ACR^j) and the

branching factor bij = e"^^^^')"^^^'^" for each walker in every iteration and

put them into corresponding stacks.

3. Main iterations:

(a) Perform one iteration (/ = 2Lo) of drift and diffusion. Note: Calculate

Ei'j', Ai'j> and bej' for each walker and substitute the oldest iteration's

{j = 1) Eij, Aij and bij information stored in the stacks with the latest

ones {f = 2Lo).

(b) Calculate the product of the branching factors bij from the current oldest

iteration {j = 2) to the middle one {j — Lq + I) for each walker as the past

cumulative weight W^j':
Lo+l

^!? = n bij (3.37)

j=2

and from the middle (j = Lq + I) to both the oldest {j = 2) and the latest

(/ = 2Z/o) ones as the past-future cumulative weight W}^^^':

Lo+l 2Lo

w^!f ^ = n Kj n hi- (3.38)

j=2 j=Lo+l

(c) Calculate the weighted average of the ensemble energy Ej for the middle

iteration (j = Lq + 1) as:

yMo £ ,-(rrip)
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and the property Aji

i = ^^=;7'^V''/, (3.40)

(d) Move on to the next iteration {f = 2Lq + 1) and do as described in (a),

(6) and (c) to get Ej and Aj until the (2Lo + A^o — l)-th iteration. Note,

evolution of the ensemble at / is Lq — 1 steps ahead of the middle iteration

j, where we calculate the weighted averages.

(e) Calculate the estimation for the system ground-state energy {Eq)^'-

Lo+No

{Eo)e= E A/^0 (3.41)

j=Lo+l

and the ground-state expectation value of the properties {A)e-

L+No

{A),= X: ^j/^o (3.42)

for this currently chosen value of time step tq.

4. Choose several different series of random numbers and repeat the calculation as

described in (2) and (3) to get numbers of independent estimates of (£'o)e and

{A)e for this time step tq.

5. Change the initial tq, Mq, Nq and Lq to different values of Tq, Ma, Na and La as

Ta = aro,(a = l,2,...,6) (3.43)

Ma = Mo— (3.44)
T,a

Na = No— (3.45)
Ta

La = Lo r-^) (3.46)

Do the simulation as described in (2), (3) and (4) to get several independent

estimates of {Eo)e and {A)e for another five different time step Tq's.

6. Final estimates:
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(a) Plot (£"0)6 v.s. Ta and {A)e v.s. Tq.

(b) Extrapolate (£'o)e and (^)e in the above plots to the points where Tq = 0.

These extrapolation points are the final estimates for (£'o)e and {A)e within

the fixed-node approximation. Note that there could be several choices

of models to be used in the above extrapolations; therefore, a weighted

average of these different modeled extrapolations could also serve as our

final estimates.

Thus, we have described all the necessary steps to perform a quantum diffusion

Monte Carlo simulation for the exact expectation values of the ground state energy

(£0)6 and simple properties {A)e- Among the above three different algorithms, pure

DMC with future-walking is seen as the most succinct and elegant one that is expected

to have a promising future in the more comphcated property calculations, such as

the polarizabilities. In the basic DMC algorithm, the collection of walker's coordinate

correlations is hard to be captured since the total number of walkers is changing with

iterations and if a walker could not survive within a stack length of iterations, it will

not contribute to the final estimate, which is not desirable for the statistical reason.

Minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC with future-walking is suitable in this aspect,

where there is an ensemble of fixed size and walkers' duplication and removal process

are already connected to its histories. However, the reconfiguration process is of high

computational demanding such that it is much slower than the PDMC-FW, which can

also yield an ax^curate estimation for the polarizabilities.
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Chapter 4

Electronic properties

In this chapter, we will discuss some electronic properties of atoms and their corre-

sponding estimations in diffusion Monte Carlo method.

In modern chemical physics, the accurate prediction of electrical properties for atoms

and molecules plays an important role in theoretical calculation of the classical level

— lattice dynamics or molecular dynamics, etc. Since atomic or molecular structures

under various conditions can be probed on the basis of precise measurement of cer-

tain electronic interactions, intensive efforts have been devoted to polarizabilities for

their close relation to the response of a perturbed system due to an external electrical

or magnetic field. Being expansion coefficients of the perturbed system Hamiltonian,

some moments and polarizabilities can be directly measured from spectroscopic experi-

ments; meanwhile, most of the higher order coefficients still remain imcovered except for

some theoretical attempts. There are several computational methods available for this

task, most of which rely on a high level incorporation of electron correlations [51]- [79].

For review of polarizabilities, please see reference [80, 81]. Among all these methods,

pure diffusion Monte Carlo enhanced by Hornik et al. [19] can be viewed as the most

straightforward technique to estimate all static polarizabilities in a single run with

high accuracy, while in principle, its favorable scaling aspect could be seen as a bet-

ter approach compared to CCSD(T) in the large system calculations for polarizabiUties.

The brief derivation of polarizabilities from the ground state energy and their esti-
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mators in DMC can be described as follows.

4.1 Energy expansion under perturbation

For a point-charge distribution immersed in an external electric field, the classical

expression for the system energy E can be written as

E^^Eo + Y^qiVin), (4.1)

i

where Eq is the unperturbed ground-state energy, Qi is the point charge i of the system

at position Tj and V(r) is the external static potential imposed on the distribution. If

we expand the potential V(r) into Taylor series around a suitably chosen coordinate

origin, we can get

V(r) = nO) + r,Ay(0) + i.„r,^V(0) + ir.r,r,5-|^nO) + ... (4.2)

where the Greek suffixes run through Cartesian coordinates x,y,z and the Einstein

summation convention is implied. By utilizing the definition of electric field and field

gradients as

F„.(r) = J-F„(r) = -g5;-V(r), (4.4)

^°^^(^' = sSr^.W
= -a;£a;;nr), (4.5)

and the differential form of Gauss's law of electrostatics as

V • F(r) = 0, (4.6)

we can add any terms hke Z)Q,^^^<5a/3-f'a/?(r) into the above potential equation and

simphfy it as

V{t) = V{O)-r,,F^{O)-^{3r^r,-r'S^0)F^0{O)

- gi^ {^r^rpry - r'^{rjpy -t- rpd^a + r^^aii) Fan-^i^) + ... (4.7)
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By inserting this equation into Eq(4.1) and applying the definition of multipole moment

tensors as

/ia = YlQiria (4.8)

i

©a/3 = ::J2^i(^^i<^^il3-^i^a0) (4.9)

^f^Pt = 2 ^ ^* (5^,0^/3^7 - ^ii'TiJp'r + ^0^oi + rijSap)) (4.10)

or in general form

we can write the system energy under perturbation V(r) as

E = Eq — IXaFa — -QapFap — —^aP-yFaffy — • •
, (4.12)

6 15

where we choose ^(0) to be zero and thus the term qiV(O) vanishes. The above

expression is the classical form of the system energy expanded in terms of traceless

multipole moments and external fields.

4.2 Polarizabilities in quantum mechanics

For quantum systems such as atoms and molecules, point charges are replaced by

charge distributions with probabiUty densities associated, while system energy is taken

by an operator H, the system Hamiltonian:

H = Hq — fiaFa — -QaffFafi — —^aP-yFa/Jy — . . . (4.13)
O io

where we use the operator form of dipole, quadrupole moments, etc and ^o is the

unperturbed Hamiltonian. By solving the Schrodinger equation
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we can get the system energy E. However, since the system Hamiltonian ^ is a function

of the external perturbations, its eigenstate (/i^p^""*^) and eigenvalue E are also functions

of the field tensors. Thus, by expanding (J)^p^^^^ and E in terms of Fa, Fap, Fap^ ...,

we can get the system energy as [82]

E{Fa, Fap, ...) = Eo- ir^ Fa- gOa/J-^a/J " J^^aPy^afil

-^Ota^FaFp - -paPyFaFpF^ - -^^lal^^sFaFpF^Fs -..., (4.15)

where Eq is the unperturbed ground-state energy, /x^, 6°^ and Q°^^ are components

of the permanent dipole, quadrupole and octupole moments and aap, Papy and "yap-ys

are the dipole polarizability, dipole hyper-polarizability and second-order dipole hyper-

polarizabihty of the system.

For atoms with spherical symmetries, all polarizability tensors with odd number of

suffixes will vanish; ones with even number of suffixes will have symmetric relations

between different components. Essentially, all polarizabilities are derivatives of the

system energy with respect to the electric field components evaluated at zero strength

— a key idea we are going to employ in deriving the estimators for our Monte Carlo

calculation in the following section.

4.3 Polarizability estimators

One of the simplest way to estimate polarizabilities is to use the finite field method,

where a small perturbation F is introduced into the unperturbed Hamiltonian so that

energy derivatives, which are equivalent to polarizabilities, are yielded from differences

in the energy due to different choices of the perturbation F. For instance, zz-component

of the dipole polarizabihty can be calculated as [83]:

d'^E
a,, =

9F2
= lim

E(F.)-2EiF=0)^Ei-F.)
F.-.0 F^
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or more accurate formula as [53]

:

,.
2[E{2F,) + E{-2F,)] - 32[E{F,) + E{-F,)] + 60E{F, = 0)

a„ = hm ^^^ (4.17)

However, this numerical differentiation method is reliable only for polarizabilities no

more than the second order (i.e. dipole polarizabilities) [83].

Given this situation, we have to employ a better way — infinitesimal differential DMC,

to estimate all above polarizabilities in a single Monte Carlo run, by evaluating deriva-

tives analytically. The method can be described as follows:

Since polarizabilities are independent of the external perturbation, we can include an

infinitesimal external electric field F into the system Hamiltonian, which will not affect

anything at the F = limit. With this only modification, we can transfer the field

derivatives of the expectation value of an operator A to the derivative of the perturbed

Hamiltonian H (given in Eq(4.13)). By evaluating quantities left in the Hamiltonian

at F = limit, we can access all the derivatives comprehensively. The original polariz-

ability estimators were derived in the context of pure diffusion Monte Carlo (PDMC),

but they are also valid for any of the algorithms described above.

As an example of this analytical approach, we will derive the a-polarizability in PDMC

as follows:

d^E d^ lT.iEf'"''^ujf^

dF}
(4.18)

Fc,=0,Fe.^=0,... '^^z \ l^i^i

If we write the i-ih. walker's E\ and u^ in terms of F by employing Eq(4.13) for H

and Eq(4.15) for £;f°'\ we get

^(loc).p. ^ ^0t(R) ^ ^^(F).?^^(R,F)

• ^ ^ 0t(R) </'^(R,F)
Fa=0,F„a=0,...
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Fa='0,FaP=0,...

and weight. Ui accumulated from stacks of length L as

(4.19)

Fa=O,>'a,0»O,...

n

Thus, we have

Fa='O,Fa0=^,.:

dE\
(loc)

dF.
F„=0,Fag=0,...

(0)

(4.20)

(4.21)

and

du.

dF,
£! == _r [

^(4'r^ - ^^"^-p^"

-

\^<^pF^Fp-A .T\
--(<"'-^0

aF, n

where

,^. •'*«l«ctron

(0) _ •^r^

n-1

. . ^ ^electron

fc=l n=l

i^a=0,Fafl=0,...

(4.22)

(4.23)

with Qn designating the charge of the n-th electron in the atom, zt^n being the z-

component of the n-th electron to the nucleus for the z-th walker in the ensemble and

Zi^k,n meaning the z-component of the n-th electron to the nucleus for the i-th walker

in the ensemble, where the ensemble is in the k-th iteration in the accumulation stack.

By inserting the above equations into Eq(4.18), we get

a.. = 2t„cov(/x('^), {^f }) - r„2cov(F('-\/xi°), {f^f^}) (4.24)

where

and

(0) /,.(0)ioov{^lA^I}) =
E-.(/.S-/^S)({/^S}-{MS})-i^^

v-W , ,(p)

^M ,,(0), ,(p) -M r,,(0)-., ,(p)

"ToT _ 2^i=lf^i,z^i r (0)-, _ Z^i=li/^i,zM
^••* VA^ /

/P) ' "^'•^ ^
~

S-^M ,
Xp)

(4.25)

(4.26)
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with M designating the total number of walkers in the ensemble.

From this, we could see that polarizabilities in QMC are just serial correlations of

the electron positions and system energies, accumulated from a sufficient number of

iterations. However, for systems with nodes, the above formulas may be seriously af-

fected since radical drift moves near the nodal surface breaks the serial correlation,

perhaps in an unrepresentative manner. We investigate this issue elsewhere in this

thesis (Chapter 6).

Also, we have to mention that there is another way to derive all the above formu-

las with the help of Hellmann-Feynman theorem, which provides simple and compact

expressions for energy derivatives. The generalized Hellmann-Feynman theorem [84]

states that derivatives of the eigenvalue En with respect to the external parameter A

can be transferred to the derivatives of the system Hamiltonian and evaluated within its

normalized stationary-state eigenfunctions 0„, where we assume <f}n to be independent

of A, i.e. unperturbed wavefunction, as

^ = <^M ,4.27)

Then, for our case oi H as given in Eq(4.13), we only have to consider the ground state

and use E and (^ instead of Eq and (^o

dF, {ch\<h) ^
''

By employing formulas derived in the minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC, we can

get (/iz) from /ji^ weighted by its past-future weights and obtain a^^ as

d^E
01,^ =

dFdF^

9^' V Ei'^i"'^^

(4.29)

Fa=O,Fc0=O,-
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Using almost the same expression as Eq(4.22), we can get the explicit form of the

atomic dipole-polarizability estimator as

a« « Ta{tJ'zM)f (4.30)

In the series of works done by Rothstein's group [19] in the same manner as above

derivations, we get static polarizability estimators for atoms up to the fourth order as

follows:

7«« = r'^{M^^.y\ - ^{{ii.?)Al^^{^^).) (4.31)

7x«« = rl{{^^{iX^){il,f)^ - ({/iJ^)e(/ix{Mj)e) (4.32)

B„,„ = T2(^z,{;uJ{0,,})e (4.33)

= T2(e.,{A/.J^)e (4.34)

i3xx,.. = r2(/i,{/i,}{e^J), (4.35)

= rl{Q.A^^?). (4.36)

5^z,x^ = r2(;i^{//,}{e^J)e (4.37)

- T2(e,,K}K})e (4.38)

C„,« = r„(e,,{e,,})e (4.39)

ax,« = T„(0,,{e„})e (4.40)

Cx.,xz = T,(e„{e,,})„ (4.41)

where

1 ^•lectron

®a/3 = 9 51 9n(3r„„r„/j - r\b^ii) (4.42)
^ n=l

Note, by permutation of the x, y, and z indices in the above formulas, we can get three

estimators for a^/j and nine for la^g-y^ . Similarly, there are twenty seven for Bqq^^(, and

twelve for Ca0,-y6-
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Chapter 5

Technical details

This section summarizes all the technical aspects of our algorithm in application to real

systems and serves as an introduction to the next section where all simulation results

are tabulated.

We first test the validity of the above sampling techniques by calculating system energy

and electrical properties for H atom in its ground-state. Next, to see the universality of

the algorithm in extending to other systems, we try the calculations for the 2s excited

state of H atom and ground state of Be atom, where both of these two systems have

nodes in their wavefunctions.

5.1 Ground state of H atom

Ground state of an isolated H-like atom is one of the simplest systems that has an

analytically exact eigenfunction without any nodes or artificial approximations. This

is the most desirable property with which we could test the sensitivity of our algorithm

to the qualities of different guiding wavefunctions. To achieve this, we start from the

exact ground state wavefunction of H atom and compare its simulation estimates with

the literature values; then, by modifying the exact wavefunction to the following two

cases, we could see whether or how our simulation results are affected by the choice of

guiding wavefunctions that have different degree of distortions or incorrectnesses.
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1. The exact wavefunction is known as:

1
^e(r) = -^exp(-r)

2. The sUghtly distorted approximation form is chosen to be:

9^/2

Mr) == -7=-exp(-0.9r)

3. The highly distorted wavefunction is chosen as:

0.13/2

Mr) = —7=-exp(--0.1r)

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

For different qualities of functions in use, we have different values of local energy and

drift velocities that directly affect the simulation results. Exact wavefunction would

give the local energy E^ to be universally —0.5 as:

''^-
Mr) e- 2

and the drift velocity F to be universally 1 in magnitude as:

(5.4)

F = |F| =
Ve-^ X _ y _^

z

r r r
= 1. (5.5)

For non-exact wavefunction cases, where we have

Mr) = -7=-exp(-.Zr), (5.6)

their local energy and drift velocity magnitude would change to the following form as:

(5.7)

(5.8)

Z2 Z 1

2 r r

F =
Zx Zy Zz

r r r
= Z

where Z(= 0.9,0.1) represents the exponent coefficient with which we use to distort

the wavefunction. One thing has to be noticed is that in the non-exact-wavefunction

calculations, local energy El in Eq(5.7) could go to infinity for a very small r when
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singularity at the nucleus is sampled by the walker, which not only increases the vari-

ance of the ensemble energy, but also makes the branching factor too large to be used.

Thus, we have to introduce a truncation scheme for the local energy as follows:

/

El
El if \{EL-ET)\<l/Ta

Et + I/to * sgn[EL — Et] otherwise

where sgn[
]
means we take the sign of the quantity in the bracket. And as Tq —+0,

this imposed truncation bias could be automaticly removed.

For the drift velocity component Fa, we have the same situation, for which we could

apply the same truncation scheme:

Fa={
if |F.|<l/.„

^^^^^

l/'^a * sgnfFfl] otherwise

The other thing has to be noticed is that the magnitude of drift velocity F is always

constant Z for a chosen guiding wavefunction. This is quite different from cases given

below and is a point we will return to later.

5.2 First excited state of H atom

There are four degenerate orbitals in this excited state, from which we choose the 2s

spherical orbital to do the simulation for the reason that high probability regions in

this wavefunction are all isotropically distributed. The important difference between

2s and Is orbitals is that there is a radial node at r = 2 in the 2s wavefunction as:

Mr) = -^{2 - r)exp(-r/2), (5.11)

which makes its a component of the drift velocity acquiring a cusp behavior around

r = 2 besides the nuclear cusp at r = as:

_ 1 dMr)_^ (4-r)
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Figure 5.1: x-dependences (y,z = 0) of the drift velocity for H atom Is and

2s orbital (dash line represents velocity for Is H atom and solid line is for

2s H atom)

where r^ means the a-component of the electron position to the nucleus.

By introducing the same truncation scheme as described before, a well-behaved drift

velocity component Fq, which will be free of bias when r^, -^ 0, is still attainable as:

Fa = - (5.13)

F^ if \F^\ < 1/t„

I/to * sgnfFc] otherwise

However, the drift magnitude F is no longer a constant but a function depending on

r:

F~|F| =
^

(x2 + y2 + z2)
(4-r) (4-r)

2(r - 2)
(5.14)

.2r(r-2)y

Magnitudes of drift F for both Is and 2s orbital of H atom are plotted in Figure 5.1

Local energy El is constantly —0.125 for the exact wavefunction:

HoMr) _ (-|V^ + ^)[(2-r)e-/2]
Er = 1

'8 (5.15)
Mr) (2 - r)e-''/2

We could notice that in this exact-wavefunction case the only factor that essentially

influences the final estimate would be the drift term — diffusion is determined by the

pseudorandom number series, which could be chosen to be fixed for all the systems

studied; weight terms are always 1 for the exact wavefunctions. Therefore, a different
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drift behavior inherited from its system eigenfunction will lead to a different estimate

of the system properties.

5.3 Ground state of Be atom

For ground state calculation of Be atom, we used the multi-configuration self-consistent-

field (MCSCF) trial wavefunction provided by Dr. H. J. Flad [85] as:

rl;=j:{dr.DlDi)J, (5.16)

where D^ and D^ denote Slater determinants of electron spin up and down orbitals,

respectively, and JT" is a Jastrow-type electron-electron correlation function:

J^He"^"^^, (5.17)

with coefficients Ojj determined from the electron-electron cusp as follows:

1. ttij = I
for i, j representing spin-unlike electrons

2. ttij = J
for i, j representing spin-like electrons

and bij being an independently optimized parameter.

5.4 Initial values of simulation parameters

As addressed in chapter 3, we need to initialize several parameters, such as the initial

ensemble size Mq, initial number of iterations A^o and time step Tq, etc, before any

simulation to be started. Values for these initial parameters (shown in Table 5.1) are

chosen with respect to the hardware resources and size of the systems under inves-

tigation. Currently, we are using Beowulf cluster [86], which consists 42 nodes with

Intel 3.00GHz Pentium 4 Processor, 800MHz FSB, 512K cache and IGB DDR 400

MHz RAM on each node, to carry out our simulations. Therefore, we could use a
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sufficiently large ensemble size and number of iterations to guarantee the statistical

requirements, while using several very small values of r for the proper r —> extrap-

olation. To better meet the physical requirements for the initial stack size Lq, which

has to be large enough that we could automaticly get the ground state and capture all

the correlations of a random walk without imposed biases, we take the advantage of

our high performance Beowulf facilities and adopt a large Lq that may be infeasible for

many other computational resources. Another thing has to be mentioned is that the

calculation has to be repeated several times with different random number series, such

that an estimation independent of the series and a confidence of this estimate could be

obtained.

Table 5.1: Initial parameters for systems studied. All entries are in atomic units.

system tq A/q A'o Lq models

H Is 0.05 50 1000 200 r, r^ and r^

H28 0.01 100 1000 500 r and r^

Be ^S 0.005 100 2000 1000 r and r^

In the above table, r and r^ represent:

1. r: linear fit of values X at the three smallest time-steps

X{t) Ri o -I- fer

2. T^: quadratic fit of values of quantity X at all six chosen time-steps

X{r) «s o -f- fer + cr^

3. T^: cubic fit of values of quantity X at all six chosen time-steps

X{t) fa a + br + ct^ + dr^
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Chapter 6

Results and analysis

6.1 H atom Is state

6.1.1 Basic diffusion Monte Carlo with future-walking

algorithm (DMC-FW)

We first implement the basic DMC algorithm on H atom Is state to test the program

on which we will make further modifications to obtain other variants. Details of this

algorithm is given in Section 2.1 and Section 3.2.1. Results for H Is state properties

are shown in Figure 6.1 - 6.4 and summarized in Table 6.1.

-0.486
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Table 6.2: Fits of (r^) data from basic DMC with future walking algorithm for H atom

Is state. Entries are in atomic units and numbers in parentheses indicate

the statistical error of the last decimal places.

Z Lq model r-range estimate

0.9 20 r 0.05-0.25 2.993(17)

20 r2 0.05-0.3 2.986(32)

30 T 0.05-0.25 2.995(20)

30 t2 0.05-0.3 2.989(37)

40 r 0.05-0.25 2.988(29)

40 r2 0.05 - 0.3 2.990(41)

50 r 0.05-0.25 2.989(34)

50 r2 0.05-0.3 2.978(33)

6.1.2 Minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC with

future-walking algorithm (MSR-DMC-FW)

As a variant of DMC, we modified the previous program from basic DMC to obtain

MSR-DMC-FW and applied it to the estimation of electronic properties for the system

— ground state energy, moments and various orders of polarizabilities. Details of

this algorithm are given in Section 2.2.1 and Section 3.2.2 while graphs shown below

are results for those property calculations with wavefunction exponent coefficient Z in

Eq(5.6) set to 0.9. Estimators used for those polarizability calculations are given by

Eq(4.30)-Eq(4.39).
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• grand means and errors of Gg

cubic fit of Eg

0.15 0.2 0.25

time step tau_a (a.u)

0.3

Figure 6.5: Ground state energy for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.9)

o grand means and errors of< r >— cubic fitof<r>

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25

time step tau_a (a.u)

0.3

Figure 6.6: (r) for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.9)
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p grand means and errors of <r*2>

cubic fit of<r^2>

O.IS 0.2

time step tau_a (a.u)

Figure 6.7: (r^) for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=Q.9)
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o grand means and errors of < 1/r >

— quadratic fit of < 1/r >

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25

time sl«p tau_a (a.u)
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Figure 6.8: (i) for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z--0.9)
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0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

time step tau_a (a.u)
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-120

i

D grand means and errors of < B >

— cubic fit of < B >

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

time step tau_a (a.u)

Figure 6.11: fi-polarizability for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.9)

grand means and errors of < C >

cubic fit of < C >

0.15 0.2 0.25

time step tau_a (a.u)

0.3

Figure 6.12: C-polarizability for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.9)
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Final estimates for these properties from the above calculations are summarized in

Table 6.3, from which we could confirm again that our modified program dose work

for the MSR-DMC-FW algorithm when a good wavefunction is used for the guiding

function. All results cover the corresponding exact literature value within one statistical

error.

Table 6.3: Expectation values from MSR-DMC-FW for H atom Is state. Entries are

in atomic units and numbers in parentheses indicate the statistical error of

the last decimal places.

Property Z Eg (?% (r-^)e (r^)^

This work 0.9 -0.495(9) 1.4989(18) 0.989(31) 3.009(12)

0.9" N/A 1.5022(14) 0.995(2) 2.996(7)

Exact value -0.5 1.5 1.0 3.0

Property Z a 7 3C B

This work 0.9 4.53(4) 1328.(57) 15.19(30) -107.5(29)

0.9" 4.57(3) 1341.(42) 15.11(12) -105.9(14)

1.0*- 4.499(2) 1327 (10) 15.06(3) -106.9(3)

Literature value 4.5'= 1333.125^^ 15.00^ -106.5^

" Reference [16];
^ Reference [19];

*=
I. Waller, Z. Physics 38, 635 (1926);

•^ G.L. Sewell, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 45, 687 (1949);

« C.A. Coulson, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin A 61, 20 (1941); A.D. Buckingham, C.A.

Coulson and J.T. Lewis, Proc. Phys. Soc. A69, 639 (1956);

^ A. Dalgarno, Advan. Phys. 11, 281 (1962).
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To reproduce results previously reported by Bosa et al. [16], where they employed

a very inaccurate wavefunction — exponent coefficient Z in Eq(5.6) equal to 0.1 and

obtained estimates that are still satisfactorily accurate compared to the literature val-

ues, we tried those calculations with our independent program using the same Z for

the trial wavefunction. Graphs shown below are results for those property calculations

and summaries of the final estimates are listed in Table 6.4. Estimators used for those

polarizability calculations are given by Eq(4.30)-Eq(4.39).
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1.2

1.18

1.16

1.14H

a grand means and errors of< I /r >— linear fit of < l/r>

0.15 0.2

time step tau_a (a.u)

Figure 6.16:
(J)

for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.l)

a grand means and errors of alpha

— fourtli order fit of alpha

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

time step tau_a (a-u)

0.25 0.3

Figure 6.17: a-polarizability for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.1)
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6000

5500

o grand means and errors of gamma— cubic fit of gamma

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

time step tau_a (a.u)

0.25 0.3

Figure 6.18: 7-polarizability for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.1)
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D grand means and errors of B— cubic fit of B
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time step tau_a (a.u)
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Figure 6.19: B-polarizability for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.1)
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60

D grand means and errors of< C >

— linear fit or<C>

0.15 0.2

lime step tau_a (a.u)

0.3

Figure 6.20: C-polarizability for H atom Is orbital (MSR-DMC-FW, Z=0.1)

Table 6.4: Expectation values from MSR-DMC-FW for H atom Is state. Entries are

in atomic units and numbers in parentheses indicate the statistical error of

the last decimal places.

property Eo {rh (r-^)e ir')

This work

Bosa et a/. [16]

exact value

0.1 -0.491(27) 1.4939(82) 1.013(28) 2.964(47)

0.1 N/A 1.4925(58) 1.010(4) 2.974(27)

-0.5 1.5 1.0 3.0

property Q 7 3C B

This work 0.1 4.53(21)

Bosa et a/. [16] 0.1 4.65(15)

literature value 4.5

1387.(117) 14.92(98) -103.2(93)

1335.(104) 14.24(81) -118.5(81)

1333.125 15.00 -106.5
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Above calculations verified the power of minimal stochastic reconfiguration method

in correcting the manner of how configuration space is sampled. Walkers in less impor-

tant regions are replaced by ones from more relevant positions. Minimum number of

reconfiguration process is a very desirable aspect for effective computation since it can

reduce unnecessary computational costs in the branching step by doing reconfigura-

tions between the most and least important walkers. Meanwhile, a fixed-size ensemble

will greatly facilitate the collection of serial correlations that yield various orders of

polarizabilities. Generic information of the system could be extracted firom this algo-

rithm and unbiased estimations are now attainable, even for a guiding wavefunction

that is far from its exact one. Since uncertainty of the estimated properties increases

as the wavefunction deteriorates in quality, we should concentrate on the precision

improvement of this algorithm to better implement it in other scientific applications.

6.1.3 Pure DMC with future-walking algorithm

(PDMC-FW)

Based on the above two sections' studies, we also tried another algorithm— pure DMC

with future-walking, to compare the efficiencies and precisions of these approaches. The

main difference between pure DMC and the previous two is that there is no physical

branching process in the former one, which simphfies the program and reduces CPU

cost in copying/removing walkers within the ensemble. Instead of branching, pure

DMC has each walker carrying a weight accumulated from the most recent part of their

evolution path and this weight corresponds to the product of walker's branching factors

of these iterations. For a good quality wavefimction, this method could yield highly

£w:;curate estimations for energy and electronic properties. Details of this algorithm are

given in Section 2.2.2 and Section 3.2.3, while graphs shown in Figure 6.21 - 6.25 are the

property calculation results from PDMC-FW with wavefunction exponent coefficient

Z = 0.9. Summaries of the final estimates are in Table 6.5.
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6.2 Be atom ground state

6.2.1 Basic diffusion Monte Carlo with future-walking

algorithm (DMC-FW)

As for an extension of our algorithm in predicting polarizabilities for the simplest

sj^tem — H atom, we modified the basic DMC program and tried it for Be ground

state in the energy and simple moments calculations. Details of this algorithm is given

in Section 2.1 and Section 3.2.1. Results for Be ^S state properties are shown in

Figure 6.26 - 6.29 and summarized in Table 6.6.

-14.656

-14.657

-14.658

-14.659

-14.66

-14.661

1 -14.662

^2" -14.663

-14.664

•14.665

-14.666

-14.667

-14.668

-14.669
0.005 0.01

1
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1.54
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0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02

time step laua (a.u)

0.025
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6.2.2 Minimal stochastic reconfiguration DMC with

future-walking algorithm (MSR-DMC-FW)

After further modification of the corresponding program for H Is, we are able to esti-

mate the system energy, moments and various orders of polarizabilities for Be ground

state. Details of this algorithm are given in Section 2.2.1 and Section 3.2.2. Results

shown in Table 6.7 are weighted averages of all the estimated values in Figure 6.30-6.37

with different extrapolation models and accumulation-stack sizes. Estimators used for

those polarizability calculations are given by Eq(4.30)-Eq(4.39).

0.005 0.01

a grand mcanii and crrora of Eg— cubic fit of Eg («,u)

0.015 0.02

time slop tau_a (».u)

0.025 0.03 0.035

Figure 6.30: Ground state energy for Be atom (MSR-DMC-FW)
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s grand means and crfon of< r

:

— linear fnof<r>

O.OOS 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.03S
lime step tau_a (a.u)

Figure 6.31: (r) for Be atom (MSR-DMC-FW)
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Figure 6.33: (D for Be atom (MSR-DMC-FW)
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Figure 6.34: a for Be atom (MSR-DMC-FW)
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Table 6.7: Expectation values from MSR-DMC-FW for Be atom ground state. Entries

are in atomic units and numbers in parentheses indicate the statistical error

of the last decimal places.

property
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D grand means and errors of alpha

— cubic fit of alpha

I

0.01 0.01 J 0.02

time step tau_a (a.u)

0.025 0.03 0.035

Figure 6.42: q for Be atom (PDMC-FW)

Table 6.8: Expectation values from PDMC-FW for Be atom ground state. Entries are

in atomic units and numbers in parentheses indicate the statistical error of

the last decimal places.

property E„ {r)e {r'h ir-'). a

this work -14.6674(3) 1.492(4) 4.061(5) 2.097(9) 32.8(17)

literature value -14.66736" 1.49314(2)'' 4.0619(2)'' 2.1068(5)'' 37.755"

" J. Komasa, Phys. Rev. A 65, 012506 (2001).

'' J. Komasa, W. Cencek and J. Rychlewski, Phys. Rev. A 52, 4500 (1995).

All these results coincide with ones from MSR-DMC-FW calculations: system energy

and moments of Be atom ground state, all cover the corresponding exact literature

value within one statistical error. Our predictions for the a-polarizability are the same

as ones in MSR-DMC-FW that are again off the literature value by 15%.
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Therefore, we confirm that there are no problems in the program itself, because two

independently written codes using two different diffusion Monte Carlo approaches and

two different sets of formula for the a-polarizability estimator arrive at the same answer

for the simple properties and a-polarizabihty. Then, the possible reason for these po-

larizabilities to be in error could be that: either spurious nodes inhereted in the guiding

wavefunction for Be atom have seriously aifected the accuracies of these polarizability

estimations; and/or, it could be erronous to make the basic assumption before deriva-

tion of these polarizability estimators that we could use unperturbed eigenfunction of

the corresponding unperturbed Hamiltonian for the guiding wavefunction rather than

the perturbed function. Below we explore each possibility.

6.3 H atom 2s state

Noticeable differences between Be and H atom of their ground state wavefunction are

that there are nodes [87] in the former one, but none in the latter. As the nodes

or our treatment of them for Be may not be accurate enough to yield a satisfactory

estimate for the polarizabilities, we concentrated our attention on the inaccurate-node

effects on these quantities by doing a sensitivity study of polarizability for the systems

that have exact nodal descriptions available in the literature. The one we choose for

this study is H atom 25 state because it is one of the most simplest nodal systems

whose eigenfunction is explicitly known. Estimations of these polarizabilities will be

exempted from errors due to inaccurate descriptions of the nodal surface, if we use

the exact guiding wavefunction. For simplicity, we still tried pure diffusion Monte

Carlo with future-walking approach (PDMC-FW) for this calculation with formula for

the Q-polarizability given by Eq(4.24). Results are shown in Figure 6.43 - 6.46 and

summaried in Table 6.9.
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grand means and errors of < 1/r >

cubic fit of < l/r>

0.15 0.2

time step tau_a (a.u)

0.3

Figure 6.45: (M for H atom 2s orbital (PDMC-FW)
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Table 6.9: Expectation values from PDMC-FW for H atom 2s state. Entries are in

atomic units and numbers in parentheses indicate the statistical error of the

last decimal places.

property (r)^ (r^)^ (r-^)e a

This work 5.998(3) 41.986(23) 0.203(6) 857.4(145)

literature value 6" 42" 0.2° 120*

* Analytical values.

'' A. Cionga, F. Ehlotzky and G. Zloh, Phys. Rev. A 64, 043401 (2001).

This time, we met with the same difficulty as in the previous Be case: simple property

estimates of H atom 2s state all cover the corresponding exact literature value within

one statistical error, while a-polarizability from our estimation is far deviated from its

hterature value.

Therefore, we confirm that it is neither the program itself nor the spurious nodes

inhereted in the guiding wavefunction that are causing the problem, because this time,

for H atom 2s state, we are using an exact guiding wavefunction, where nodes in this

system are exactly described. The most hkely reason left for this inaccurate estima-

tion of the polarizability is it being invaUd to use an unperturbed eigenfunction in the

estimator of this property.

6.4 Finite field studies

Since the above results suggest that we may have flaws in our polarizability estima-

tors, we return to the systematic study of our methodology, where we circumvent those

estimators by using the finite field theory in the simulation with a perturbed wavefunc-
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tion that depends on the external field. Details of this approximated approach to

Q-polarizability are described in Section 4.3. Here we will again employ the pure DMC

with future-walking (PDMC-FW) method.

^(0) ',(1) ^For H atom Is state, we have VL = ^i"^ + ^YJ = exp{-r) + exp{-r)[Fz{^ + 1)]

for the perturbed wavefunction [88], where F is the external perturbation field along

z-axis, z is the z-component of the electron position, 4)iJ is the unperturbed wavefunc-

tion and vL is the first-order correction to (f>iJ. Results for the perturbed energies

from PDMC-FW are shown in Figure 6.47.

System energy for H atom Is state

finite field method (external perturbation F_z=O.OI)

0.15 0.2

time step tau_a (a.u)

Figure 6.47: Ground state energy from perturbed wavefunction for H atom

Is state (PDMC-FW)
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Prom the above calculations, we can estimate the dipole polarizabiUty q^^ by using

Eq(4.16) as

Otzx = d^E

dFl
w lim

E{F) - 2E{F = 0) + E{-F)

F2
Fc=0,F^g=O,...

-0.5002253(4) + 2 x 0.500000 - 0.5002251(3)

0.012
= 4.504(7) (6.1)

where both perturbed energies E{±F) are obtained from the algorithm described in

Section 2.2.2 and Section 3.2.3 with EiCR^j) in the corresponding branching factor to

be H'lp'i^/tjj'ig. H' is the perturbed system Hamiltonian of the form -|ViV72 _ 1

Fz.

As a comparison, we also present the following calculations that use unperturbed wave-

function 01s for the guiding function instead of the perturbed one to obtain those

energies. External perturbations are only included in the system Hamiltonian that

affects the local energy £'£,(Rij) = H'cj)^^} /4>u ^^id the weights.

-0.4999

-0.49995

-0.5

-0.50005

-0.5001

-0.50015

-0.5002

-0.50025

-0.5003

-0.50035

System energy for H atom Is state

finite field method (external perturbation F_z-0.01)

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

time step tau_a (a.u)

unperturbed Eg

Eg' (perturbed by +F_z)

Eg' ' (perturbed by -F_z)

linear fit of Eg" (+F_z)

linear fit of Eg' (-F_z)

I II

II ji.

0.25 0.3

Figure 6.48: Ground state energy from unperturbed wavefunction for H atom

Is state (PDMC-FW)
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Dipole polarizability a^^ from the above calculation is estimated as

E{F)-2E{F = 0) + E{-F)
— hm

-0.500198(5) + 2 X 0.500000 - 0.500250(6)

F„=o.F.,=o.... ^-^ F'

= 4.48(11), (6.2)
0.012

which although covers the exact literature value 4.50, its statistical uncertainty is

much larger than the previous calculation as given in Eq(6.1). Prom this comparison,

we could clearly observe improvements of our estimation by including perturbations

into the system wavefunction. Therefore, we begin to try the same calculation for H

atom 2s state, whose a-polaxizability was far off estimated in Section 6.3.

For H atom 2s state, we use t/-^, = 4? + 4'J = ^g^ ± <l>fl
- E„, ^1? ^^T^'t? for the

perturbed wavefunction [88], where F is the external perturbation field along z-axis, z is

the z-component of the electron position, il)\j = <?2s'^4%z ^^^ ^^e zero-order perturbed

wavefunctions ("±" go with the sign of F) and 4^} = - E„/ €i''^^S^^ (^ i^ 2)

is the first-order correction to t/'L from the degenerate perturbation theory, (p^^

is the wavefunction for an unperturbed system in state n and degenerate orbital /:

02« = 472^(2 - r)exp(-|) means eigenfunction for the second atomic level (n = 2)

and s state (/ = 0).

Results shown in Figure 6.49 are perturbed energy calculations from PDMC-FW. Ex-

ternal perturbation F is set to ±0.01 and the corresponding basis set is truncated to

its second excited states as:

V'L = <& ± (4?l + 0.254804°^J - O.O198650ff + 0.078017^? + 0.353070^^^. (6.3)

Details of this approximated calculation can also be found in Section 4.3, Section 2.2.2

and Section 3.2.3. Pure DMC with future-walking (PDMC-FW) is the method we use

to obtain those energies in Eq(4.16).
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-0.105 -

-0.11 -

1-0.115 -

-0.12

-0.125 -

-0.13

•0.135

System energy for H atom 2s state

finite field method (external pertiu-bation F_z=0.0 1

)

0.15 0.2

time step taua (a.u)

Figure 6.49: System energy from perturbed wavefunction for H atom 2s state

(PDMC-FW)

This time, the dipole polarizability a^^ is estimated as:

d^E
a.

dF^
= Um

E{F) - 2E{F = 0) -f E{-F)

F2
Fc,=O,Fa0=O,...

0.13068(115) + 2 X 0.12500 - 0.13213(131)

0.012
128(24), (6.4)

which is now able to cover the exact literature value 120 within one statistical error.

This sharp change in a^^ and the previous improvement in Eq(6.1) clearly demon-

strate the contributions from external perturbations that should be included in both

the derivation of our polarizability estimators in the infinitesimal differentiation algo-

rithms and the guiding wavefunctions that are used in the simulations.

As a comparison, we also present calculations in Figure 6.50, using unperturbed wave-

function 023 for the guiding function instead of the perturbed one to obtain those
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energies. External perturbations are only included in the system Hamiltonian that

affects the local energy E/,(Rij) = ^'02° /02s ^^'^ ^^^ weights.

-0.12

System energy for H atom 2s state

finite field method (external perturbation F_z=0.01)

0,15 0.2

time step taua (a.u)

Figure 6.50: System energy from unperturbed wavefunction for H atom 2s

state (PDMC-FW)

Dipole polarizability a^^ in this calculation is estimated as:

d^E
a^z =

dF^
lim

E{F)-2E{F = Q)^E{-F)

-0.1646(23) + 2 X 0.1250 - 0.1570(16)

0.012

which is again far from the literature value 120.

715(39), (6.5)

Thus, we could conclude that after implemention of the first order wavefunction from

the time-independent perturbation theory, dipole polarizabihty for both H Is and 2s

states improve greatly to a satisfactory quality that covers the exact answer in the

Uterature, and that unperturbed wavefimction is not vahd to be used in the finite field

method for a-polarizability of H atom 2s state.
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Chapter 7

Discussions and conclusions

Prom the calculations for H atom ground state, Be atom ground state and H atom first

excited state in the previous chapter, we could cleaxly see that diffusion Monte Carlo

method was successfully implemented in the estimation of simple properties such as

state energies and electrical moments for these systems, and that pure diffusion Monte

Carlo with future-walking algorithm (PDMC-FW) is proven to be the simplest ap-

proach compared with the other two to obtain the best results with the least variance.

See Table 7.1 for the summary of simple properties for H and Be ground state.

Although polarizabilities for Be atom ground state and H atom first excited state are

not satisfactorily estimated in the infinitesimal differentiation approach, finite field

theory is able to yield accurate estimations for the a-polarizabilities, using guiding

wavefunctions that come from the time-independent perturbation theory.

H atom ground state is the simplest system on which to test our algorithms for their

qualities in the electrical property estimations. Since there are no complicated nodal

structures in the wavefunctions of this state, we could get very accurate predictions of

the simple properties and polarizabihties of different order firom the infinitesimal differ-

entiation approach. At the same time, by virtue of diffusion Monte Carlo, this system

is the only one among all possible states of H atom that evolution of the ensemble will

converge to after infinite numbers of iterations, when a non-exact guiding wavefunc-

tion is used in the calculation. Therefore, with the only electron inside the atom, it is
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Table 7.1: Summary of expectation values from DMC-FW, PDMC-FW and MSR-

DMC-FW for H and Be atom ground state. Entries are in atomic units

and numbers in parentheses indicate the statistical error of the last decimal

places.

Property for H atom
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errors from the non-exact nodal descriptions in the guiding wavefuntions, we went on

to H atom 2s state.

In the H atom 2s state calculations, we again meet with the same kind of situation

that simple electrical properties are very well estimated leaving only the dipole polariz-

abilities far deviated from their reported values. Since this time, there is neither doubt

in the correctness of the wavefunction in describing the configuration spaces nor the

existence of spurious nodes added to the guiding function, we are confirmed by this

calculation that estimators without consideration of the external perturbations will not

work for a degenerate nodal state.

For a non-degenerate state of a system, it is plausible to assume that unperturbed

wavefunction is an extrapolation of the perturbed one to its zero-strength limit, but

for a degenerate state, this would become incorrect as the zero-th order wavefunction

would always become combinations of the degenerate eigenfunctions of this state. As

is demonstrated in the calculations for the dipole-polarizability of H atom 2s state, we

could clearly see that its first-order wavefunction from degenerate perturbation theory

can not go back to the unperturbed form when the external field is set to zero. Also,

in our infinitesimal differentiation approach, unperturbed wavefunctions were assumed

valid to be used not only in the actual calculations for the polarizabilities, but also in

the derivations for their estimators. Since derivations of the polarizability estimators

should be carried out under the condition of non-vanishing external perturbations and

evaluated in its zero limit, we would expect a perturbed wavefunction instead of its

unperturbed one to be used for the estimator derivations, even though simulations for

these properties should be carried out without perturbation. In particular, systems

like Beryllium, which has a ground state very close to its first excited state, will be

adversely affected in the infinitesimal differentiation calculation for polarizabilities.
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Finally, to demonstrate our findings that there is flaw in the polarizability estima-

tors for nodal systems, we calculate the dipole polarizability for H atom 2s state di-

rectly from its definition by using the finite field theory. With previous estimators

circumvented, we are able to get the correct answer for dipole polarizability from a

wavefunction that is composed of not only the 2s state itself but other degenerate

orbitals and higher excited states from time-independent perturbation theory. It is

shown that after implemention of the external perturbation into the wavefunction,

dipole polarizabilities for both Is and 2s state are satisfactorily estimated, and that

unperturbed wavefunction is not valid to be used in the finite field method for the

dipole polarizabilities.
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